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Why are we looking at this?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Junctions are places of interaction & hence conflict for all road users. Two thirds of all collisions in built up areas occur at junctionsPeds & cyclists being most at risk



Research Aim

Aim: to investigate the attitudes to change & likely 
behaviour at junctions, of all types of road users, 
were a general & unambiguous duty to ‘give way 
on turning’ to be introduced in the UK context. 
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Why are we looking at this?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before looking at research let’s reflect. Why be passionate about something we use every day, but don’t given a 2nd thought? ¾ of collisions happen in urban areas & 2/3 of these happen at junctions180 preventable collisions, NOT accidents, occur at urban junctions each day in UKChildren, older people, peds & cyclists disproportionately KorSIedDrivers that have been distracted or driving at speeds not appropriate for road conditions usually to blame, but often avoid serious injuryAmbiguous regs & unhelpful & inconsistent designs play their partSide road junctions most common type of junction & hence focus of studySee: DfT statistics (2017) at https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/755698/rrcgb-2017.pdf



Research Aim
Aim: to investigate the attitudes to change & likely behaviour
at junctions, of all types of road users, were a general & 
unambiguous duty to ‘give way on turning’ to be introduced 
in the UK context. 
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Aim: readBuilds on an earlier ‘Turning the Corner’ project.Subsequent to research DfT is considering introducing such a duty, along with other changes that would benefit peds & cyclists, as part of overhaul of HC; you may have engaged in consultation process last year



Q-methodology
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No not something out of James BondQ-methodology was used – a mixed methods approach good at capturing & describing divergent views & also consensusOne of study’s participants undertaking ‘Q-sort’, using a forced-choice distribution grid to sort 49 statements about the topic from most disagree to most agree



The Q-sort participants
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Mode Use

• N=41
• Purposeful sample
• Mixed road user experience:
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Q-Methodology requires:Sufficient respondents to determine existence of common groupings, not to establish proportion of pop. that belongs to particular groupings; 41 was sufficientPurposeful sample to ensure suitable gender split (19 female), age (range 18 to 82, mean 52), & abilitySome respondents were VI, others wheelchair users, & people that pushed buggies or walked with children37 walked, 34 car drivers (3 stopped due to impairment). 32 cycled & 32 used the bus, 2 m/c licence holders.



5 groups with common perspectives

Optimistic

Pessimistic

Realistic

Altruistic

Pragmatic
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Q-mode factor analysis used & revealed 5 groups with common perspectives or outlooks, as follows: Optimistic, experienced drivers – all make some local journeys on foot. Believe that drivers/cyclists will adapt in relatively short period of time & UK can learn from other countries that have stronger give way on turning regsPessimistic, reg. cyclists - most cycle daily & group least likely to walk or use bus. Think raising public awareness will be very difficult & HC changes alone will not change behaviour.Realistic, multi-modals - use mode other than car daily & all walk, cycle, bus & drive. Feel prospect of change is realistic & drivers could & would adapt without significant detrimental effects on themselves.Altruistic, peds - walk for local journeys, even if it is not their main mode. Believe change is possible & will help create better, safer streets for all, with road users behaving in a more socially responsible way. Think best of others & happy to see improvements that benefit others & not just themselves.The pragmatic, sustainably mobile - youngest group, least likely to drive. All walk & bus for local journeys; a couple cycle daily. Public awareness of changes can be achieved quickly, but should be well funded & accompanied by enforcement.



Divergence

Differences between groups:
• Which road user types should be the prime focus of 

junction improvements
• Relative importance of safety & time saving
• Amount of effort required to implement change
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Differences between groups centred on: read



Consensus
Strong agreement between groups:
• No level of injury & death at road junctions is acceptable
• Regulation changes should be made
• Funding for awareness raising is important
• Supporting regulation change with concomitant design 

changes to the physical layout of junctions also important
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There was a strong consensus between the groups that: read
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Consistency of opinion across all groups of road users that lack of alignment between design & regs & lack of compliance with regs are not acceptable. Main slide, dwell here – go through it



Findings

Safe, attractive & convenient… …for all
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Presentation Notes
Each grouping of respondents thought that it is appropriate to make junctions safe for all, & more attractive & convenient for those that are currently the most at risk. There are practical changes that policy makers & practitioners could & should make. 



Regulation changes

Need support from:
• Public awareness raising campaigns

• Infrastructure design changes

• Funding

• Enforcement
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Change in regulations could be undertaken, but it would need to be supported by: read



Takeaway messages

1. All user types agree that any injuries and death at 
road junctions are unacceptable:                       
Road-user behaviour needs to change

2. There are practical changes that policy makers could 
and should make that would improve junction safety, 
so that they were more attractive & convenient for all: 
Policy makers need to act

3. Change in regulations would need support from 
design, funding and enforcement:                 
Highway regulation & design need to align



Contact details and questions

“Understanding attitudes to priorities at side road junctions”. 
Full paper available at: http://eprints.uwe.ac.uk/39133/

Contact details:

@JontyFlower

www.linkedin.com/in/FlowerJon

Web: www.contestedstreetspace.wordpress.com

http://eprints.uwe.ac.uk/39133/
http://www.linkedin.com/in/FlowerJon
http://www.contestedstreetspace.wordpress.com/
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